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Course Proposal:

1. Details:

a) Course Title: Civil Engineering Practice

b) Sponsor: Civil Engineering Curriculum Committee

c) Credit Hours: 1 credit hour

d) Course Level: Senior (0908.490)

e) Curricular Effect: Required course for all undergraduate civil engineering students

f) Prerequisites: Civil Engineering Systems (0908.305)

g) Suggested Time\Scale of Implementation: One three-hour seminar/workshop per week

h) Resources:

   Faculty: Existing faculty will teach this course.

   Library: Library acquisitions may be required.

   Equipment: Laboratory supplies will not be required.

   Computers: Computer access may be required.

2. Rationale:

The goal of this senior-level course is to give civil engineering students meaningful exposure to several critical topics related to the real-world practice of civil engineering. This course will satisfy the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology which requires that all civil engineering programs give students significant exposure to the real-world issues related to the practice of civil engineering.

While this civil engineering practice experience was originally planned to be part of the Junior Engineering Clinics, the decision was made by the civil engineering faculty to separate these experiences in order to allow the civil engineering practice seminars and workshops to be conducted specifically for civil engineering students. These seminars and workshops will be conducted by the civil engineering faculty and by civil engineering practitioners from southern New Jersey.
3. Essence of the Course:

a) Objectives:

Upon completion of this senior-level course, civil engineering students will have a working knowledge of several critical issues related to civil engineering practice including:

- the preparation of bid specifications and related documents
- the preparation and interpretation of contracts
- the requirements for performance bonds
- the preparation of engineering estimates
- the management of engineering projects
- the tracking of project costs
- the creation and management of project schedules
- the ethical responsibilities of civil engineers

b) Topical Outline:

The seminars and workshops will be chosen by the civil engineering faculty to give the students the most meaningful exposure possible to civil engineering practice issues including many of the following topics:

- bid specifications and documents
- contracts and performance bonds
- engineering estimates and cost engineering
- engineering management and project scheduling
- professional ethics and responsibilities

c) Evaluation and Grading Procedure of Students:

The evaluation of students will be conducted on the basis of in-class and out-of-class exercises assigned as part of each civil engineering practice seminar or workshop.

d) Course Evaluation:

The proposed course will be evaluated based on student evaluations and reviews conducted by civil engineering faculty.

4. Results of Consultations:

The course is consistent with the civil engineering curricula that were approved by the University Senate in December 1994, the revised civil engineering curricula that were approved in June 1996, and the latest civil engineering curricula that have been approved by the civil engineering faculty.
Catalog Description:

Civil Engineering Design Practice (0908.490)

Prerequisites: Civil Engineering Systems (0908.305)

This sequence of seminars and workshops is designed to give civil engineering students meaningful exposure to several critical topics related to the real-world practice of civil engineering. Topics covered will include bid specifications and documents, contracts and performance bonds, engineering estimates and cost engineering, engineering management and project scheduling, and professional ethics and responsibilities.